Your last will and testament is one of the most unique and important documents you will ever write,
but for all of us it has one thing in common - we won’t be there to see our will carried out.
For that reason alone, wills often cause much angst for those who are the beneficiaries,
as well as for those who are not. At The Law Connection we have lawyers with a huge amount
of experience in assisting with the formulation of wills. And when it comes to the execution of wills,
we can help with making that go smoothly too. Life has a funny way of serving up the unexpected,
but not nearly as unexpected as what can happen after life...
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Last year in New Zealand more than 40,000 people married - and nearly 18,000 divorced.
It’s a fact of life that people and relationships change, and it’s equally true that in those moments
of change, emotions often get in the way of a sensible and equitable negotiation.
At The Law Connection we have a team of Lawyers with enormous experience in all kinds of
negotiations. So whatever your situation, however delicate the negotiation, we can bring our
experience to bear to help keep things objective. Life has a funny way of serving up the unexpected.
And when it does, we’re here to help, because guess what? We’ve probably seen it all before.
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There’s one sure thing about investments that look too good to be true - they’re too good to be true.
We all know the effort it takes to accumulate wealth, so when you decide to invest in a business or
a partnership it’s important to be sure that you know all the facts. At The Law Connection we have
lawyers with a huge amount of experience in assisting with the sale or purchase of businesses,
forming and investing in partnerships, commercial leases and contracts and almost anything
you could imagine to do with protecting your hard earned financial assets. So whatever happens,
whatever life decides to throw at you, don’t be afraid to seek some good advice.
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Unattended 9 year old boy, car parked on sloping boat ramp, $750,000 boat - that’s when good
neighbours become not such good friends. And of course there’s the small issue of the relationship
with your insurance company. Delicate is definitely a word that comes to mind.
We are only too well aware that life can throw some pretty crazy curve balls and that even knowing
where to start looking for a resolution can be hugely stressful.
At The Law Connection we have a team of Lawyers with enormous experience of all kinds of disputes
and negotiations. Whatever your situation we can bring our experience to bear to help keep things
objective and achieve the optimum outcome. Life has a funny habit of serving up the unexpected.
And when it does, we’re here to help, because, guess what? We’ve probably seen it all before.
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Schools being sued by students over hair length rules, conservationists being charged for trimming trees
on their own property - who knows what nasty surprise could be waiting for you just around the corner?
At The Law Connection we have a team of Lawyers with enormous experience with all kinds of disputes
and negotiations. Whatever your situation, however complex (or inconceivable!), we can bring our
experience to bear to help keep things objective and achieve the optimum outcome.
Life has a funny habit of serving up the unexpected. And when it does, we’re here to help,
because, guess what? We’ve probably seen it all before. Well, nearly all of it...
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It’s the last thing you want to happen - arguments over the last thing you wanted to happen!
The fact is, the distribution of property after your death is your choice,
but your will must comply with the law.
At The Law Connection we have a team of Lawyers with enormous experience in helping people
prepare wills, administer estates, and sensitively assist families if things get a bit tricky.
Whatever your situation, however complex (or bewildering), we can bring our experience to bear
to help keep things objective and achieve the optimum outcome.
Life has a funny habit of serving up the unexpected. And when it does, we’re here to help,
because, guess what? We’ve probably seen it all before. Well, nearly all of it...
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How did it ever come to this? Surely Santa is a reputable and considerate employer?
It just goes to prove that employment contracts and relationships are not for the faint-hearted
and it is obviously wise to seek a professional opinion.
But seriously, to all of our clients, colleagues, suppliers, friends, family and everyone on the coast,
have a fabulous Christmas, a deserved break and a prosperous New Year.
Our office will close at 12.00 pm on 23rd December and reopens at 8.30 am on 5th January 2015.
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